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WEAK IDEAL INVARIANCE AND
ORDERS IN ARTINIAN RINGS
JOHN A. BEACHY
It is known that a ring R with Krull dimension is an order in
an Artinian ring if R is X-homogeneous and the prime radical
N of R is weakly ideal invariant. The notion of weak ideal
invariance can be interpreted in torsion theoretic terms,
yielding a shorter and more conceptual proof of this result. In
addition, it is shown that the orders in Artinian rings which
arise in this fashion are precisely those for which R/N is
X-homogeneous.
Gordon showed in [5] that if R is a fully bounded Noetherian ring
having Krull dimension a , then R is an order in an Artinian ring if
every nonzero left ideal of if has Krull dimension a . (if |y| denotes
the Krull dimension of the module pY , then Y is said to be
^-homogeneous if \x\ = \Y\ for every nonzero submodule X of Y .) This
result was extended by Krause, Lenagan and Stafford in [S] to the class of
rings with Krull dimension on the left whose prime radical is weakly ideal
invariant. [An ideal I of R is said to be (left) weakly ideal
invariant if \l/ID\ < \R/l\ for any left ideal D of R with
\R/D\ < |i?/j| .) The purpose of this note is to give a short, direct proof
of the latter result, by using torsion theoretic techniques to extend
several known results from the class of left Noetherian rings to the class
of rings with Krull dimension.
The reader is referred to [6] for the basic facts concerning rings
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with Krull dimension, and to ['2] for the relevant facts about torsion
radicals (that is, left exact radicals). Gordon's proof of the main
theorem in [5] utilized the torsion radical T , where T is defined on
the module ^C by setting "*aW = ix £ X \ \Rx\ < a) , where a = |if| .
Mul ler showed [JO, Theorem 6] that for a left Noetherian ring R , T is
determined by the ideal W defined as the intersection of all prime
ideals P of if for which |if/P| = a .
The connection with weak ideal invariance appears to be best seen by
considering certain general results on torsion radicals. Recall that for a
torsion radical T , an if-submodule X c Y is said to be T-dense if Y/X
is T-torsion (that is, T(Y/X) = Y/X ) and x-closed if Y/X is
T-torsionfree (that is, T(Y/X) = (o) ) . Jategaonkar defined the following
notion in [7]: an ideal I "deflates" the torsion radical T if ID is
T-dense in I , for all T-dense left ideals D of if . Applying this
definition to the ideal N defined above, it can be seen that ^a is
weakly ideal invariant if and only if N deflates T . The proof of the
main theorem then involves a theorem of Cozzens and Sandomierski [4,
Theorem 2.3], which states that for a semiprime Goldie ideal I , the set
C(I) of elements regular modulo I is a left Ore set if and only if I
deflates the torsion radical defined by C(J) , and every left ideal of if
which is not T-dense is contained in a maximal T-closed left ideal.
Combining [2, Proposition 6] and [9, Theorem 1.1*] shows that in the
quotient category determined by T , the localization of if has finite
length. Thus if if is X-homogeneous and N is weakly ideal invariant,
then if- is a left order in the localization at N , which is a left
Artinian ring.
Throughout the paper, i? will be assumed to be an associative ring
with identity, and all modules will be assumed to be unital left
if-modules. The intersection of all prime ideals of if , which will be
referred to as the prime radical of if , will be denoted by N . It will
generally be assumed that if has; Krull dimension on left ideals. Recall
that the Krull dimension of a module -X is defined inductively as
follows: |*| = -1 if X = (0) ; |tf| = 0 if X is Artinian; if a is
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an ordinal and \x\ \- a , then | * | = a if there is no infinite descending
chain X = X z> X => . . . of submodules such that \X^ , / ^ | { a for all
i = 1, 2, . . . .
It follows from the assumption that R has Krull dimension that the
prime radical N is nilpotent. Furthermore, if J is any semiprime ideal
of R , then J is a Goldie ideal, that is, R/I is a left order in a
semisimple Artinian ring. General results on localization at semiprime
Goldie ideals (see [/, §3]) can thus be applied to semiprime ideals of R .
If I is an ideal, then the set C(I) of elements regular modulo I is
defined by
C(I) = {c € R | for all r € R, or € I or re € I implies r € J> .
If J is a semiprime Goldie ideal, then the set C(I) determines a
torsion radical x by defining, for any module ,Jf ,
x U ) = {a; € X | for all r € R there exists c € C{I) with orx = 0} .
It has been shown that x is cogenerated by the injective envelope E(R/I)
of the i?-module R/I , so that T(X) is the intersection of all kernels
of i?-homomorphisms / : X •* E{R/I) . Note that if the left ideal D is
x-dense in R , then D contains an element c € C(I) .
The first lemma gives necessary and sufficient conditions under which
an ideal J deflates a torsion radical x . The second condition is the
one originally given by Jategaonkar [7]. If X is an if-submodule of Y ,
then the x-closure of X in Y is the intersection of all x-closed
submodules of Y which contain X , and it will be denoted by cl (X) .
LEMMA 1. Let I be an ideal of R , and let x be a torsion
radical. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) if D is a T-dense left ideal of R , then ID is
T-dense in I ;
(2) if A is any left ideal of R , then I A is T-dense in
(3) if C is a T-olosed left ideal of R , then
I~ C = {r € R I Ir c C] is T-closed in R .
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Proof. (1) implies (3) . Let C be a T-closed lef t ideal of R .
To show that I~ C i s T-closed in R , i t suffices to show that i f x € R
and Dx c I~ C for a T-dense lef t ideal D , then x € I~ C . Suppose
Dx c I~ C , where D i s T-dense. Since ID i s by assumption T-dense in
J , for each a € I there exists a T-dense lef t ideal D' with
D'a c ID . Then D'ax c IDx c C implies that ax 6 C , since C is
T-closed. This shows that x € I~ C , and so I~ C i s T-closed.
(3) implies (2) . For any lef t ideal A , l e t C = cl (Z4) . Then C
i s T-closed, and so by assumption I~ C i s T-closed. Now
IA c c l (IA) , so 4 c J"3^ , and therefore c l T U) c j "
1 c . Thus
J - c l T U ) c cl (J4) , which shows that IA i s T-dense in I ' d (A) .
(2) implies ( l ) . This follows immediately from the fact that if D
i s a T-dense l e f t idea l , then c l (.D) = R . D
Let I be an ideal of R , and l e t D be a T-dense le f t ideal .
Note that in general, to show that ID i s T-dense in J , i t suffices to
show that ID i s T-dense in I n D . This follows from the observation
that I n D i s always T-dense in I , since 1/(1 n D) ~ (I+D)/D and
submodules of T-torsion modules are T-torsion. The next lemma extends
part of Theorem 2.3 of [ 4 ] , where J i s assumed to be a semiprime Goldie
ideal and T i s the tors ion radical defined by C(I) .
LEMMA 2. Let I be an ideal of R and let T be a torsion
radical. If the filter of T-dense left ideals has a basis of principal
left ideals {Rs | s f S) such that each s £ S is a regular element
modulo I , then I deflates T .
Proof. Given a T-dense left ideal D and x € I n D , there exist
principal T-dense l e f t ideals Rs and Rt , with s, t € S , such that
Rs c D and Rtx c Rs . Thus tx = as for some a € R , and then
as =• tx i I implies that a € I , since s i s a regular element modulo
J . I t follows that ID i s T-dense in I n D , since Rtx = Ras C I S . D
LEMMA 3. Let I be an ideal of R and let a and T be torsion
radicals. Assume that T S a and that T = a on any R/I-module. If I
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deflates a , then I deflates x .
Proof. Let D be a T-dense left ideal. The assumption that T 2 a
is equivalent to the condition that every T-dense left ideal is 0-dense,
so D is a-dense. If I deflates a , then {I n D)/ID is a-torsion,
so by assumption it must be T-torsion, since (I n D)/ID is an
/?/J-module. This shows that J deflates T . D
The next theorem was proved by Brown, Lenagan and Stafford for left
Noetherian rings [3, Theorem 3.13. Their proof utilizes techniques which
are quite different, and requires several results from [8],
THEOREM 4. Let R be a ring with Krull dimension on the left, and
let I be a semiprime ideal of R . If R/I is K-homogeneous and C(I)
is a left Ore set, then I is weakly ideal invariant.
Proof. Let o be the torsion radical defined by C[I) , let
\R/l\ = ex , and let x be the torsion radical determined by modules of
Krull dimension less than a , that is, a left ideal D is X -dense if
\R/D\ < a . If C(I) is a left Ore set, then {Re | a € C(I)} is a basis
for the filter of a-dense left ideals, so I deflates a by Lemma 2. If
D is a Ta-dense left ideal, then Hom(i?/£>, E(R/I)) = (0) since
|i?/D| < a and by assumption every /?-submodule of R/I has Krull
dimension equal to a , so D is a-dense. If D 3 J is a a-dense left
ideal, then D contains an element a € C(I) . Since
2
R r> Re + J 3 Re + I 3 . . . is an infinite descending chain, it follows
that |/?/(i?c+I)| < \R/I\ = a , so \R/D\ 5 \R/(Rc+I)\ < a and D is
x -dense. Therefore a = T for any R/J-module. Thus the conditions of
Lemma 3 are satisfied and I deflates X , which is equivalent to the
statement that I is weakly ideal invariant. D
THEOREM 5. Let R be a ring with Krull dimension a on the left.
Let N be the intersection of all prime ideals P of R such that
\R/P\ = a 3 and let x be the torsion radical determined by C[N ) . Then
a left ideal D is x-dense if and only if \R/D\ < a .
Proof. If P is a prime ideal with \R/P\ = a , then P must be a
minimal prime ideal by [6, Corollary 7.2], so N is a finite intersection
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of prime ideals {P-}-_i since R has only finitely many minimal prime
n
idea l s . Thus E[E/N } ~ @ E[R/P.) , and i t follows that R/N i s
a i=± % a
^-homogeneous and EomR(R/D, £(/?/#a)) = (0) for any left ideal D with
\R/D\ < a . This shows that if \R/D\ < a , then D is T-dense.
Conversely, let D be a T-dense left ideal. Since the prime radical
of R is nilpotent, it follows that D contains a finite product of
minimal prime ideals, and so it is possible to construct a finite chain of
left ideals D = D c D c ... c D = R for which each factor is
annihilated by a minimal prime ideal. If piPi, E Dv f o r a minimal prime
Pfe with \R/
p
k\ < a , then \\f\_A < O • On the other hand, if
|i?/P̂ | = a , then since D, is T-dense in D, , for each x € D, there
exists a 6 C[N) with ox € 0, . Since a € c(prj as well,
| R+ {RO/P-A I < | R/pj, I by the standard argument used in Theorem h. Then




R/lRo+pk)\ < a » which shows that l^/^.-J < a . It
follows that \R/D\ = max { \D,/D, \] < a . •
- 1 , . . . ,Yl
Theorem 5 has been proved for left Noetherian rings by Mul ler [10,
Theorem 6]. It shows that for a ring R with |i?| = a , the torsion
radical T generated by modules of Krull dimension less than a
coincides with the torsion radical defined by ^ O O •
THEOREM 6. Let R be a ring with Krull dimension a. on the left.
Let N be the intersection of all minimal prime ideals P such that
\R/P\ = a . Then Na is weakly ideal invariant if and only if C(N ) is
a left Ore set.
Proof. If C[N ) is a left Ore set, then Theorem h shows that Na is
weakly ideal invariant.
Conversely, suppose that N is weakly ideal invariant. Proposition
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6 of [2] implies that for any minimal prime ideal P , the ring R has the
descending chain condition on left ideals closed with respect to the
torsion radical defined by C(P) . Since N is a finite intersection of
minimal prime ideals, it follows that R has the descending chain
condition on X -closed left ideals, where X is the torsion radical
defined by C(N ) . By the Teply and Miller Theorem [9, Theorem l.U], R
must have the ascending chain condition on T -closed left ideals.
Let e € C[N ) . If Re is not T -dense, then by the preceding
remarks Re is contained in a proper left ideal C maximal in the set of
T -closed left ideals. Since N is by assumption weakly ideal invariant,
the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied since by Theorem 5 a left ideal D
is x -dense if and only if \R/D\ < a . Thus N^C = {r € R | Nar c C]
is x -closed in R , which forces N~ C = R since N~ C 3 C . (To see
that N~ C + C , since C is T -closed there exists an i?-homomorphism
0 * f : R/C •*• E[R/N ) , and ker / = (0) since ker f is ^-closed in
R/C and C is a maximal T -closed left ideal. Then
a
X = f(R/C) n (R/N ) # (0) , and ff"1C contains the inverse image in R of
any element in X .) Since N~ C = R , it follows that N c C , so
Re + N c C . This contradicts the fact that Re + N is T -dense in
R .
The left Ore condition then follows from the fact that if e € C[N ) ,
then Re is x -dense. In fact, given e € C[N ) and r € R , since Re
is x -dense there exists a x -dense left ideal D such that Vr c Re ,
so there exist a' € D n C(N ) and r' € R with c'r = r'o . D
The major part of the final theorem is due to Krause, Lenagan and
Stafford, who showed in [S, Theorem 8] that a X-homogeneous ring (with
Krull dimension) is an order in an Artinian ring if its prime radical is
weakly ideal invariant. It should also be noted that Gordon showed in [5,
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Corollary 3] that in a X-homogeneous FBN ring, the ring modulo its prime
radical is X-homogeneous.
THEOREM 7. Let R be a ring with Krv.ll dimension on the left, and
let N be the prime radical of R . Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) R is K-homogeneous and N is weakly ideal invariant;
(2) R is a left order in a left Artinian ring and R/N is
K-homogeneous.
Proof, (l) implies (2). Let \R\ = a , let N he the intersection
of minimal prime ideals P with \R/P\ = ot , and let T be the torsion
radical defined by ^ Q O • I* will first be shown that if N is weakly-
ideal invariant, then N is weakly ideal invariant. If D is a left
ideal with \R/D\ < \R/N \ = a , then by assumption \N/ND\ < a . Let I
be the intersection of minimal prime ideals P of R with |-R/P| < a .
Then |i?/J| < a and INa c J n ff = N , so N /N is an i?/I-module, which
forces \N /lf\ < a . Since NDc_NaD , it follows that
\Na/NaD\ < \Na/ND\ = max{|ffa/ff|, \N/ND\} < a .
As in the proof of Theorem 6, R has ascending chain condition and
descending chain condition on T -closed left ideals. If R is
X-homogeneous, then R is T -torsionfree, and so any left annihilator of
R is T -closed. Thus R has ascending chain condition on left
annihilators, so ^ 0 0 i s a left denominator set by Theorem 6 and ['2,
Chapter II, Proposition 1.5]. Localization at N is thus given by
inverting elements of ^ O O > a n d s o R is a left order in a left
Artinian ring since the left ideals of the localization correspond to
T -closed left ideals of R .
(2) implies (l). Assume that condition (2) holds. Then Theorem h
shows that N must be weakly ideal invariant, and R must be
.K-homogeneous since R/N is .K-homogeneous and E(R/N) is a faithful
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i?-module.
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